DEMOLITION MAN

Triggers on the gun handles operate the flippers.

Load the claw by shooting the right ramp when the diverter is open.
Move the claw with the flipper buttons or the gun triggers.
Select the claw goal by dropping the ball with the launch button or the gun buttons.

"Freeze" balls to prepare for Multiball.
Start Multiball, when enabled, by shooting left loop.

Later Multiball battles add more Jackpot shots for bigger awards.

Make combination shots to build COMBO bonus, light Extra Ball and activate Computer.
Complete MTL rollovers to advance bonus multiplier and light Extra Ball.

FOR AMUSEMENT ONLY

1 Play → 50 c
2 Plays → 75 c
3 Plays → $1.00

3 Balls Per Play

SEE BACKGLASS DISPLAY FOR REPLAY SCORE
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